Report Number:  2019-1715

Incident:  DUI

Location:  Galena and Rock Creek Rd.

Township:  Little Rock

Date, Time Occurred:  6-9-19  0415hrs

Date, Time Assigned:  Same

Synopsis:

On 6-9-19 at approximately 0415hrs, Sheriff Deputies responded to the area of Galena Rd. and Rock Creek Rd. for a single vehicle accident. During the investigation it was discovered that 26yr old Vance Schmidt of the 2000 block of Pauline Place Plano was operating a vehicle that had struck a utility pole. Schmidt was arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol and transported to the Kendall County Jail. Schmidt was cited for failure to reduce speed, lane usage, driving under the influence of alcohol, illegal transportation of alcohol and expired driver's license.

Reporting Deputy:  Riffell #110

Supervisor:  (Signature)

Disseminated on:

The Sheriff's Office would like to remind the public that all persons are presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.

For additional press inquiries, please contact pio@co.kendall.il.us
Report Number: 2019-1721
Incident: In State Warrant
Location: Route 31/ Caterpillar Drive, Oswego IL
Township: Oswego
Date, Time Occurred: 06-09-19 2138 hours
Date, Time Assigned: same

Synopsis:
Sheriff's Deputies responded to the area of Route 31 and Caterpillar Drive in Oswego for the report of suspicious circumstances. During the investigation, contact was made with Krystal Adams, a 33 year old female from the 900 block of Lebanon Street in Aurora, who had 2 active warrants for her arrest. Both warrants were issued out of DuPage County for failing to appear on retail theft charges. The combined total for the warrants was $11,000 with 10 percent to apply. Krystal Adams was transported to the Kendall County Jail without incident.

Reporting Deputy: C. Kailus KE226

The Sheriff's Office would like to remind the public that all persons are presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
For additional press inquiries, please contact pio@co.kendall.il.us
Report Number: 2019-1702

Incident: Accident with injuries

Location: Eldamain/Schaefer

Township: Little Rock

Date, Time Occurred: 060819,0920

Date, Time Assigned: same

Synopsis:

Deputies responded to a single vehicle crash involving a motorcycle. Motorcyclist Jose Rodriguez 23yr old from the 1000-1100 block of Jacquelyn ct. Marengo was south bound Eldamain Rd., lost control of his motorcycle and struck the raised median. Rodriguez sustained non-life threatening injuries and was transported to Good Samaritan Hospital.

Reporting Deputy: J Stricker KE65

The Sheriff's Office would like to remind the public that all persons are presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.

For additional press inquiries, please contact pio@co.kendall.il.us
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